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Abstract
The change of psychology from its traditional role as a "sophomore 'college course"

haS caused considerable concern philmophically, accentuated by a lack of. qualified

For
The rationale,its .incluSidi in. high
a

teachers tq_ provide adequate...instructional services
P schotl curricula is based on four preinises:

I

s'/

First, psychology 'is already being taught successfully
.

numbers now conservatively estinlated to,be three-quarters
of a
.

s

the 'high scbool levet' in
Midi" students.

Second, more high school students_ today who finish h,igh schciN are entering
,

college.

T4is change offers colleges the opportunity to provide studente,with Tore

exposure to psychology, mixe typical of other science disciplines, especially if psychology
is introduced before college.

Third, in his book Future Shock, Tofflen suggests that ogr society is ripidly

toward a service-oriented .stiety and away from a consumption-based economy and
'society.

.He maintains that- it

is

necessary ts, prepare our Citizens for this

rieW

responsibility, both as intelligent consumers and as s'ervice providers.
,

Finally, Skinner comments in Beyond Freedom and Dignity about ttm need to

prepare our citizens to get along with each other. Some of the psychology curriculuen
-

could be designed to help adolescents focus on adjustive .skills and processes. Waiting for

the Collegiate years is not nece§sary for this type of education ?
S.
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in the liigh schools
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Richard.A. Kasschavi

-r

University of Houston

"In the early 1960s, .an interviewer-was trying to"get Ernest Homing-

,

way to identify the characteristics required for a person to .be a 'ggea,,t
writer.' As the interviewer offered a list of various possibilities, ,Heming-

te

..,

,

-.
'Isn't there -any one essenlial ingredient that -you
can tdentify?' Herniygway
.
.
.
.
,
.replied, 'Yes, there is; In, order to be a great \vriter a person
must have a.,
,

.

,

.,

.

.

way disparaged each in sequence. Finally, frustrated, the interviewer asked,
,

.

..

a

1,

built.ih, shockprobf:crap
detector!_' (Postrnan'& WeingA(er, 196).
.

,

Thai delightful sumrnary of the essential ingredient for successful' living
.

A

. .

t;

,

contained. in a 'challenging book nt,itled Teaching as a Subversive Activity. I don it want

to bore you with a book reptzt, However, I wQu'ld like to borrow some ofr.the central
l
'
i
,
t-= messages from that important text. re like to apply.them to the'' situation'we face .at -we
.
.

t""

i

)

.

l.e) ponder how bett to introdu-ce,our
discipline of p&ychbl egy. to itigh'school students.
.., .
.

.

, ./.

In the first 'chapter of their' book, ;Postman And Weingartner identify three,major
_

-,,

,r

,

,

Q1 problems being faced by *cl.tizens of. today's Western world.
.

.-.Qr_significant change in living' style b ihg brought
,

recorders, ra:dio, movies. . .you' (name it.

changed the nature of Americ

s

The first of these is ihe .
0,

about b 'the mediatelevision,

.

,tape

It., cannot be de ied' that television alone'

r

U.

haR.

family 1-ifek; especially wh n we Mild thatlaside from

'4

sleeping-"children entering public schoolis in the United S ates have spent mor. tiñ

t

-

engaged in the semi-passive activity called "waCching televi on"'than an'y other activitA

.,
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As educators,"we have been very slow to recogni e that point, and. the minimal efforts of
the CPB and the Public Broadcasting Syst.m ode no solace.
A second major problem identified by Portman and Weingartner. is caused by what

they call a "burgeoning bureaucracy": Among ot er points they.note that as bureaucracies

'grow, the manner in which things are .'dOne ( ccording. to "PrOcedure"!) steadily, gains
importance ovver what,is done, ultitnately ever whe-therit is done! We'll return to this

pioblem a bit

ter, but I think it has som! interesting implications for the type of

experiences a d strategieS to which we should be exposing our students in the precollege
and college Classrooms.'

Finally, Postman.atnd Weingartner identify a complex array Of Problenis that haye
been iapidusly labeled by o her authors. 'It concernst1 stabilitY/1abi1ity dimension of our
rld. Called the information explosion by §ome; its effectS lead to "future shock" in the

nzic lar o.f others. But the spirit of these problenis is perhaps best caught by a quote
froni Alfred North Whitehead in The Adventure of Idas:

"Our sociological theoriest our .political philosophy, our practical
'-

maxims of business, our political economy, and our doctrines ,of eddcation
e

are derived from an unbroken tradition of great thinkers and of practical
example§ fro)* the age of Plato...to the end of the last century. The whole

of this tradition is warped by the vicious assurnfition that each generation'
will substantially live amid'the conditions go'verning the lives of its fathers
and will transmit those conditions to mould with equal force the liveS of its

children. We are living in the firSt.period of human history. for which this
assumption is false" (Whitehead as cited in Postman gz.Weingartnell, 1969).

Or

But enough pf philosophy and world problems. How does this bearon psychology in

the precollege classroom?

Quite directlY, I am going to assert.

'The media, the

,

bureaucracy, and. our
fast-paced, changing world... Seemingly since 1879--and certainly
.
since 1970!--precollege and university level tesachers 'of psychology have been arguing

11
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_over an iSsue that is difficult to pin down, yet it seems a crucial_one. It was captured in a
k

booklet by Kasschau and Wertheimer.(1974) who forced the issue by identifying those who .

teach psychology as a discipline; in contrast to those who stress the applieatioh of
,

These do not need to be in

psycholoiical principles in the lives of the' stutents.

opposition: Theory a nd practice, research and 'applicatiowhardly a novel issue!, Yet it
won't seem to gip away. Why?. What are the arguments in defense of each appi.oach?
A

I 'would like to analyze tlioSe.aiguments and then see if we can relate them to a

The issues separating each ap-,

rationale for teaching psychology in high school.

,

,

,

proachcontent versus adjustmentare not -cleanly'61rawn, partly through eonfusion

Of

terminology, partly because of underlying agreeirient ono-an array of pirumptions and
-Butt the i ssue of c-on fusion-4as been- scoped out by John pare in-a

assumptions.

preseniation to theAPA in 1977: 1-1e noted that:
4

"The issue becomes hopelessly entangled in a- number Of other

g

(

issues. .

.

open-dialogue vs instruction with textbooks
self-knowledge vs scientific knowledge'

personal-social vs empirical
)

non-directive vs behavforistic

an academic, structared, fecture-type course vs a dynamic, interper-,
,

sonal, experience7type course, anti finally
:.

cognition vs.affection" (Bare, 1977- 1).

.

(

There are too manye.issues befuddling'Bare's list., Let's clear some away. I do not
..........
,

11

'

eY'.'

:

sense that the crucial argtimentto the extent there is onefocuses on either the
.

,

.v.

content of, psychology being offered, or on the teaching, techniqugs being employea:\
v

Rather, I think,the debate, swirls around the 'objectives we have ,for. the impact of oitt3.

teaching on our students.
.

Gi

What are , we trying- to achieve in the precollege classroOrn4. "Cognition vs
A

a

5,

-

'
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1

effection" -is too abstract. Neither the "Opendialogue *vs textbook instruction", nor the..
teron-directive v.s behaviortistic", nor the "academic, structured, lecture'sts pie 'dynamic
.

.

.

interpersonal, experience-tnie" eonirasts addresses anything so.much as teaching techniques".

.

I am going 14) astiert that is a tangential issue. For Me, the central issue is most
.

,

.

,

.

%

% accurately caught in the self-know.iedge vs sCientific knowledge or the personal-social vs

empirical contrast. Jacob Bronowski comes as close as anyone to identifying the.crucial

distinction: "Man 'is a machine by birth but a self by experience"

p. 83). It seems,

to me that -we 'need to decide whether to educate the person or the self. Let's dwell On

those cohtrasts.a moment.

Two years ago at a similar paper session Ralph Mosher offered

paper entitled

A

"The Little Big' HordRevisited"--in sub rosa reference to a confrontation that split the
APA's 1970 Oberlin conference on precollege psychology almost from itsstart. Norone
to shy from a verbal excharige, I initiat ed my'presentation at that same paper seAion in

defense of teaching psychological principles by a recitation oi the actual circumstances
under which General George Armstrong Custer sacreficed his own life and fhose of 267
officers and men. In short, he did so because he viotated-the conservative principlbs of
wArfare. Few' would deny--as I said thep--L"there's ari,immediate lesson for teachers of
precollege psychology in Quster's last stan1(1)... &it, some may need a bit of- assi§tance

in seeing it...." He violated principles. based on experience .and lost the battle; I was

suggesting then that doing intellectual violence by' not presenting the principles of
psychology would operate to tile detriment of the students.

In a more resent paper itibmitted to the American Fsycholosist, Norman Sprinthall

has escalated Abe debate in an effort making half the points that need to be made
.
,
concerning how to teach psychology in fhe high school classroom.- Ile draws a parallel

between thoseiadpvcating teaching principles or the conteht of psychology, and The Saber

Tooth Curriculum, a delightful book written in 039 by J. Abner Peddiwell--a pen-name.
That book describes a paleolithic tribe that developed a curriculum among other things for

.

a,
7

teaching how to use fire to scare off saber-tooth 'tigers.
When an ice-age arrived, sabertooth .tigers died, to be replaced by bears who were
attracted by .fires. Because of this
and other .changeS the cuAriculum had
clearly become seriously dated, suddenly serving the
poprilace adversely.

.

Sprinthall attempts to draw a parallel that is, I believe, overextended
and re'aching
the wrong ipue. His quote from Peadiwell illustrates
my objection. A village *elder,
defvnding the traditional curriculum, sayg:

"We don't teach fishgrabbing to grab fish, we teach it
to develop a
generalized agility which can never be developed by'
mere training 'On net-,
making).

We don't\ leach horse-clubbing to club horses, we teach it
to
develop a generalized strength in the learner which he can
never get from so
prosaic and, specialized a thing as antelope-snare
setting. We don't teach

tiger-scaring to scare tigers; we teach it for the purpose of.giving
that noble
courage...." (Peddiwell, as cited in Sprinthall, 1979)

I am not* advoca.ting the teaching, of dated
facts, qf demonstrably limited
principles, of yesterday's newest discoveries. No,
my Ials are much more brosatc: I am
advocating that we develop in our students
"built-in, shockpropf crap detectors"!
I do not think the discussion has 1ecent1y
focussed on teaching only facts as facts
or dated-curricula as principle. In a fast-paced,
changing world go aptly described by
Alvin Totter in. Future Shock, it would be folly to be' advocating
,
only the teaching of

facts. By the time they're in a text they're
two years dated,' by the end of a text's useful
life they're 7-10 years dated, and well on the way to being
wrong or superCeded. Rather, I
think the discussiOn has-been over the
matters of our starting point and our objectives as
we introduce our discipline to, high school.students.
That, for me, is the issue, buat. rm
getting ahead of.myself.
Psychology as discipline

V

-410

A perpetual and realistic fear of mine focuses
on teaching psychology in the high

.

AD.
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sells:x.1,as a junior Version of the typical o1lelge-.1evq introdugtory cou se whicji envisions

psychology as discipline or as a collection of facts. That fall's to recogn ze the very broad
Almost

and divers'e nature of the students in, our. high ,school psychology. c\asses.

exclusively .an elective comrie, it draws students primarilrtfrom the senior classmost
siirveys suggest the percentages.of seniors there, are in ,the high:90s: But the group is
diverse--some are college-bound, others are immediately employment-bound. Some haire

time:to consider the disciprle : in the abstract, ot ers want the principles for. immediate
application--in interviewing and test-taking skills, °for interpersonal skills that will help

them on their job, for skills in how to dress and speak and interact so as to succeed and
advance in their chosen occupation.

And what evidence do we find of psychology presented as discipline? Sonie bigJit
.

-

-

envision a course such as Marvin Trautwei n's heavily operant-oriented course inithe

inneapolis area, yet that is apparently a considerabk saccesscontinuing student
enrollments and national attention directed to his activities leave little doubt as to the
quality of what's being offered.

Second, consider the textbooks that are now being offered. The shift in the classic
and aging Engle and Snellgrove. text has been' most interesting. In the 1979., 7t11 edition we

find gone:are chapters' on "the-family group", "the peer group", "some inotional problenis

of adolescents", and "the world of work".

ese have been replaced by the additicin of

8

chapters on "p'sychological methods", "

g personality", "emotions.", "motivation",,

and "treatment of personality disturbance. Clearly we see a shift toward psychology as
-`

r

content, as facts and principles, and away from psychology in high school simply as a
course in personal adjustment.

the students 'themselves are changing.

As we enter a peri9d of mere

stringent job requirements, potential depression, and lower rates of ernployment, we ,find

students' turning more and more to the "hard-fact" majors such as engineering, and

demanding in all their courses a more pragmatic approach,--what good will it do me?,

/
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.

,
At'

me how toluse this knowledge!

,

.
.

c

_,,

,

Fourth, this shift toward a more discipline-based presentation even seems-to have

#ffected Psychology Todar-the ,Madison, Avenue, Ropmagatine on -topics more-or-less
related to psychology. Started in the mid-60s as a slic.k, but dataa-bas ed magazine, it giew
gradually; toward more superficial tOpics13resented Avith more splash .and less data. Now,

in_the past couple Of years we're seeing a switch'back toward tables of numbers and eiren

graphs! So the evidence of a shift toward
content is available.'
-r

,

Psychology as personal adjustment

But -what of the other side? First, the various state and rrational.surveys ol hjgh

school psychologY teachers have long ijidicated that, a sUbstantial majority of ihose
teachers, call themselves teachers of a psycholdgy,course emphaS'izing persoll adjuse;

Second, tonSider the advantages of such an approach from a theoretical perspecevelppmept heypothesizes thaf by age 16-17

tiVe. -Piaget's Stage Theory of Cog

,

students should be well into the process of' developing. their formal Operational thought
i '.

\processes.

Now able .to conceptualize many simultaneously interac_ting variaplest late

adolescents' thoughts are hrreasingly controlled
by logical Rrinciples as opposed to (oilly)
,

perceptions and experiences.

Clearly, late teenagers are intelletiiall

capable of

mastering our discipline regardless of the formal technique of presentation.

Erikson's Psychosocial Theory also has some valuable contributions to make

He sugge sts that the major

regarding the abilities and. 'interests oef. adolescents.

plychosocial cri;iNbeing dealt with by adolescents is "identity versus mite diffusion."
Starting from the ,assumption that' humans retain the capacity to contribute to their own
growth throughout life, Erikson suggests that we are-sh aped not only 139 en vironmental.

evehts, but also by how we organiz4te and conceive of sour own individual experiences.
,Moreover, the social group of which' we are a part makes a significant contribution to our
.

I

processes of growth:
.

:

1

In short, an adolescent is attempting ,to resolvd a centrally
*.

.

..

-
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important question of per§onal worth and mewingwho am 1? What ath I to do? Clearly
,

,-

,

,

.

.

sukch a -person would
respond positively to activities and di"scussions focussii on personal
.

significae in that. growth.

growth and means of assuring quality
and
.
.

.

.

.

.

Finally, Kohlberg pushes these concerns with cognitive style and content ?to include
issues of moraljudgmenfii. Newman and Newman (1979) note that:
-

"Kohlberg views adolescence as a vitally important period in (the
.

emergence of a personal, morality. Daring this time-of life, the awareness-

of one's subjectiVe perspective .of life erents peimits an 'appreciation of the
relativistic nature ()kali moral principles" (1979, p. 35).

L

/

(
So there we have it. Students with newly acquireAut fully adequate men tal skills.
Students searching for self-identity, one aspect of which involves the continuing need to
makes a series of complex moral judgments about self and others, about life lad values,
,

about a*full- array of life's hallenges. iAnti we're expecting that studept fo be in terested
-of

in jnds? in XATs? in learning curves?)

Third, if we Sok at varAus surveys foncerting what topics high school psychology
teachers (with a knowledge, of the discipline) 'and the preferences of high school students
(prestimably without a knowledge-of psychlaiOgy) Wkuld like to sit;dy, it is quite revealing.

The data show that for high schddl teachers the ten

pmost preferred -topics

(in

d

crescending order of selection) are: emotions, 'onditioning and learning, depression, three
views "o

personality, society and the abnormal, states of consciousness, parapsychology,
1

cooperation/competition/aggression,
-

motivat

peculiar

to

humans,
.

and

plea-

sure/love/joyreflectiag.greater *sophisitcation in selection than exhibited by the students,

Students' top ten preferences inch,: pleasure/lOve/joy, emotions, states of

onsciou ness, depression, the
family, pain, addiction, changing fears of _childhood, devel.

opment of memory, ad family counseling 'among the 41 topics., they might have
selectedsomdwhat more he,avily emphasizing hedonistic topics and those of immediate
.

and obviousrpersonal relevance. These datalare drawn !iron) a survey conducted b'y the

).

1.

a
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APA'v ClearinghOuse on Precollege Psychology, in whiCh they solicited teachers' and

students' ratings of topics being considered-for. development in the NSF-funded Human
BehavioeCurriculuni* Project.

As a brief explanation/reaction to .this, I.would cite a valii'abler 1972-paper by R. J.

ss that appeared in a journal callqd Psychology in the SchoolS: Ross did a fine job of
putting his fingerjon a key problem faced by high school teacheri.of psychology in the late
sixties and.early- Ito rile-70s. He suggested that a- random sample of people I:4p the street

when queried about Modern psychology woild probably identify it as concerned with,

.

tudying 'the mind, merftal illnets, Freud and ESP...among other topics. It is possible that
t,

high school students aAvell as their teachers--if they have little or no background in
°OP

'psychology, Anight hold similar 'views of psychology.

.41
Ross identified two factors that tend to maintain., those beliefs esi5ecially among

poorly prepared precollege leachers of psychology. First, !party high schoo

eachers of '

psychology are isolated from' subPec't.-matter specialists in collegei and universities.
"Second, few of those teachers---..perhaps as little as 1/3 even today--are" able to teach'only
r
psychology, and even fewer are lucky enough to have a colleague who also teaches the.

discipline within,the same school. Almot a dozen of the 30 teachers who participated in
'-

our NSF-funded workshop fOr high schoo -teachers of psychology this past summer (197-9)

in Houston relayed to me variations of a comment to the effect 'that they were very
ed to the workshop--to share problems with fellow teachers, and to
pleased to be invits''
learn that they-are nOt alone in this academic world--tfat ,ot'hers do share their interests
in pesychology, in specific 4nethods , of teaChing, and in the science of behavjor. And that's

from the best and brightest--those well enough. informed anct connected to know of the

fiSF efforts and witVemougfi siunk; to apply and follow through by appearing! It's a
revealing comment on the nature of the teaching environment in our high schools.

So, thosd isolated Ieacheis are faced with p.dolescents with rapidly expanding',
,

mental capacities faced with the problems of self-identity and serious moral judgments to

APA79/HS Ppr: 10

surprise, that what's done in the high
be made about themselves and their bodies.. It's-ino
.
,

.

.

importance to the students. The
school classroom-tends more to stress issues alpe4.tal
,
isolVed'teacher--primarkly the underprepared one puslied into service. ih response to the
_

unanticipated growth of enrolltnents in psychologywould be unable to resist pressures to
_

.

assist personal adjustinent.

le

IgnsolutiOn

Well? I am going to assert that I've created a straw person here--a pseudo-issue;

In a 1979 paper kobert Stahl,Matiya and ijunt summarize, data collected in a statewide

survey of Illinois psychologachers during the.1977-7*8 aCademic year. Asking techers
to identify themselves as offering "humanistiC" or "behavioristic"' cours es,-,these inv.estiga-S-

t
tors found onlY 14 significant differeces in these teachers' psychology courses across 114
,

-.\

.

.

variables at the .05 level. Quoting these investigators:.

'
t

.

.

,

"Among. the important areas where these two grbups Of teachers were
V

...

1:

.

4

.-

..21

I

r:_if

found to be identical-are:

a) che methods that they used in teaching their courses;

44)

b) the fopics and content that they included in ther courses and. that they

inch, in their resPective Cours.ps;
,

tliought should be

c) 'types o( audio-visual aids and instructional materials that they wanted
to see made available Tor their use;

d) the curre4t area of their teacher,certification,;,
a.

e) the objectiVes they posited -for their courses;

f) the degree level of their eon* training;
g)

e average number of semester hours of college credit -in psyChology
'and educational psychology, that they had earned;

h) the length of time'their separate psychology courses met;
i) the racial-composition of their class enrollments;

.

j) the tyi)e, size, and location of the school's in which they offered their

a

AD

0.1
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t

.

.
At

A-

-\,

,
.

-sepa.rate courses:. and
.,

.

..

iicrthe methods that they used in teaching their courses.. (Stahl, Matiya,
-..

,

..

.

.

.

.

,

and Ffuni, 1979, p. 3).

.

,

As these, author's noted, there, exists no real dialererice. between self-identified
'

Huthsanistit and Behavioristic_ teachers in 't hea respective precollege courses. ObviouslY,
.
,
- .we might ..Wish to quibble about whether (a) these teachers have: been able to ,aistinguish

.

N

:

%

betw.een humanistic and behavioristic principles or (b) teachers "dii their awn .thing" and
.

.

...I-%

.

.

then label itso as to-please..,schooldistrict officers-arid-significant others.

,

:

410

.

_

.

.

.

My own preference is to cite this
as prime evidence of one of my assertions: 'That,
,
t

the, "argumene- between teaching psychology as dis'cipline versus using the.,course as a
--

facillitator of penOal
adjuStment is a non-argument or aadresses a non-issue. In a
.
4

decade of lisAning I have not heard anyone argue that we ought to teach non-psychology,
or that we should enshrine ad-hoc analyses as opposed to psychological, principles, or that

psychology per se should be presented as 'discipline only or only as a vehicle for meeting
the rather short-sighted goal of adolescent pers'onal adjustment.
is reviSited

,Viere from here?o Kasschau and Wertheimer (1974) were trying to point out that
each camp,--'-however identifiedhas valid arguments in its favor. Clearly the the4:4ies of
"'

-

v

'

I

-Piaget, Erikson, and Kohlberg highlight the fact that our high school:-aged students are,

adolescents with a series of wekl-defined, self-serving interests high on their lis't of
priorities. As a teacher that tells me from where we start. We start with topics that will
catch the attention of those students by couching the information we wish to put across in
terms of the-problems those students are currently facing.

Yet, no dhe would really argue: Research must precede. application. 4 Prow,can we
apply our principles and procedures with understaraing without having previously conduct.

ed the research to gain that understandipg? Thus the arguments ,of the disciplinarians
convinces me as psychologist that what we teach our students must be couched in terms
.

,
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of our.svience'.

a.

The issue of imprortance is our objectives for that' high school psychologyscOurse.
.

_

-

.

if

Resoluiion of thai I will leave
for another Clay. It seems to me we're driving toward . two
i
f.

.

' different goals when we address pelsonal adjustthent and the discipline of psychology.

.

I

...

would sugg9t an. exact
parallel exists between psychology and personal adjustment as
-

.1

exist's between bi ogy, and medicine, chemistry and pharmacy, physics and engineering. If..

we are teaching psychology, then "personal adjustment"'as an Issue, should enter our
'considerations opnly

to the extent it

influences

th-e

nature and receptivity of., our

qUdents7what it will take to attract and maintain their attention. But as a rationale for
teaching psychology I woul,d suggest the importance Of conirnunicating to otir students an
underst anding

the processes of psychology--engaging in an active campaign against the

loose use of phr seS such as "Oh, she's psychotic", or "He's of low intelligencesimply

'uneducable." As an ad hoc explanation these simply should 'mit get through the ."crap-

detector". As psycholOgy teachers we need to assure that our students -are offered the
,

4

,

(

iUs by typtch,todetect crap, to analyz

and identify why it is thus, and to separate

wheat from chaff: When we have done that, than we will have created students who are
,

cojzJor.tab1e with "broken images"--by which I am teferring, to a poem by Robert Graves
(1966). He writes:

He is'quick, thinking in clear imagdri;
I am slow, thinking in broken images.

He becomes dull, trUsting his clear images;

I become sharp, mistruAing my broken images.-

,
Trusting his images, he asvxmes their relevance,
mistrusting My-images, I question their relevance.

4

4
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Ass Liming their relevanceo he assume the fact;

Questioning their relevance, I question.the fact. a

When the fact fails him, he questions his sense;

.

Wheft
t5 he act fails me, I approve my senses.
.

He,continues quick and dull in his clear images;
It I coritinue slow and iharp in my broken images,
A

He in a new confusion of his understanding;

I.

I in a new understandihg of my confusion.

.

I am advocating 4th.at we Concentrate on creating students who are comfortable

with their .confusions because they are sure of their principles. thank you.
44.
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